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Abstract
This paper presents a cognitively-inspired algorithm for the seman-
tic analysis of nominal compounds by intelligent agents. The agents,
modeled within the OntoAgent environment, are tasked to compute a
full context-sensitive semantic interpretation of each compound using
a battery of engines that rely on a high-quality computational lexi-
con and ontology. Rather than being treated as an isolated “task”, as
in many NLP approaches, nominal compound analysis in OntoAgent
represents a minimal extension to the core process of semantic analy-
sis. We hypothesize that seeking similarities across language analysis
tasks reflects the spirit of how people approach language interpretation,
and that this approach will make feasible the long-term development of
truly sophisticated, human-like intelligent agents. The initial evaluation
of our approach to nominal interpretation is promising, and suggests
one feature of nominal compounds that has been long-recognized by
linguists but runs counter to much recent work on machine-learning-
oriented approaches to NN analysis: many nominal compounds are fixed
expressions, requiring individual semantic specification at the lexical
level.
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1 Introduction

A nominal compound (NN) is a sequence of two or more nouns in
which one is the head and the other(s) are modifiers: e.g., glass bank.
One of the central challenges in automatically interpreting compounds
is that the nouns can be polysemous, making the task not only to deter-
mine the semantic relationship between them, but also the contextually
appropriate meaning of each noun. For example, although glass bank
might be readily recognized, outside of context, as ambiguous by hu-
man readers (a coin storage unit made of glass; a slope made of glass;
a storage unit for glass; a financial institution with a prominent archi-
tectural feature made of glass; etc.), the compounds pilot program and
home life might seem unambiguous. However, there are other readings
– which are surprisingly plausible when one thinks about it – that are
equally available to language processing systems: pilot program could
mean a program for the benefit of airplane pilots and home life could
refer to the length of time that a dwelling is suitable to be lived in (by
analogy with battery life). So lexical disambiguation is as central to
nominal compound analysis as is the establishment of the relationship
between the nouns.

Nominal compounding has been pursued by descriptive linguists,
psycholinguists, and practitioners of natural language processing (NLP).
By way of introduction, we will first provide a brief, interpretive glimpse
into some lines of work pursued by each of these communities, without
repeating the fine surveys already available in, e.g., Lapata 2002, Tratz
and Hovy 2010, and Lieber and Štekauer 2009.

Descriptive linguists have primarily investigated constraints on the
form of NN compounds and the inventory of relations that can hold
between the component nouns. They have posited anywhere from 6 to
60 to “innumerable” necessary relations, depending on their evaluation
of an appropriate grain-size of semantic analysis. They do not pur-
sue algorithms for disambiguating the component nouns, presumably
because the primary consumers of linguistic descriptions are people
who carry out such disambiguation automatically; however, they do
pay well-deserved attention to the fact that NN interpretation requires
a discourse context, as illustrated by Downing’s (Downing 1977) now
classic “apple-juice seat” example. Psycholinguists, for their part, have
found that the speed of NN processing increases if one of the com-
ponent nouns occurs in the immediately preceding context (cf. Gagné
and Spalding 2006). Speed gains by people in coreference-supported
contexts mirror gains in confidence for intelligent agent systems at-
tempting to disambiguate component nouns, a topic to be discussed
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further below.
Within recent mainstream NLP, most practically-oriented work on

NN compounding belongs to the knowledge-lean paradigm. Practition-
ers typically select a medium-sized subset of relations of interest and
train their systems to automatically choose the relevant relation during
analysis of compounds taken outside of context – i.e., presented as a list.
Two methods have been used to create the inventory of relations: de-
veloper introspection, often with iterative refinement (e.g., Moldovan
et al. 2004), and crowd-sourcing, also with iterative refinement (e.g.,
Tratz and Hovy 2010). A recent direction of development involves us-
ing paraphrases as a proxy for semantic analysis: i.e., a paraphrase of
a NN that contains a preposition or a verb is treated as the meaning
of that NN (e.g., Kim and Nakov 2011). Evaluations of knowledge-lean
systems typically compare machine performance with human perfor-
mance on a relation-selection or paraphrasing task.

In most contributions within the knowledge-lean NLP paradigm, the
semantics of the component nominals is not directly addressed: i.e.,
semantic relations are used to link uninterpreted nominals. Although
this might seem incongruous from a linguistic perspective, one can find
motivations for pursuing NN compounding thus defined. (1) The devel-
opers’ purview can be a narrow, technical domain that includes largely
monosemous nouns (e.g., medicine, as in Rosario and Hearst 2001),
making nominal disambiguation not a central problem.1 (2) The devel-
opment effort can be squarely application-oriented, with success being
defined as near-term improvement to an end system, with no require-
ment that all aspects of NN analysis be addressed. (3) The work can
be method-driven, meaning that its goal is to improve our understand-
ing of machine learning itself, with the NN dataset being of secondary
importance. (4) Systems can be built to participate in a field-wide com-
petition, for which the rules of the game are posited externally (cf. the
“Free paraphrases of noun compounds” task of SemEval-2013, Hen-
drickx et al. 2013). Understanding this broad range of developer goals
helps not only to put past work into perspective, but also to explain why
the “full semantic analysis” approach described here does not represent
an evolutionary extension to what came before; instead, it addresses
a different problem space altogether. It is closest in spirit to the work
of Moldovan et al. 2004, who also undertake nominal disambiguation;
but whereas they implement a pipeline – word sense disambiguation
followed by relation selection – we combine these aspects of analysis,

1Similarly, Lapata 2002 developed a probabilistic model covering only those 2-
noun compounds in which N1 is the underlying subject or direct object of the event
represented by N2: e.g., car lover.
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TABLE 1 OntoAgent Analyses of Compounds
No. Example Full NN analysis by OntoAgent
1 cooking pot pot instrument-of cook

2 eye surgery perform-surgery theme eye

3 cat food food theme-of ingest (agent cat)

4 shrimp boat boat location-of catch-fish

(theme shrimp)

5 plastic bag bag made-of plastic

6 court order order agent legal-court

7 gene mutation mutate theme gene

8 papilloma growth change-event theme papilloma

(precondition size (< size.effect))

9 headache onset headache phase begin

10 pet spray liquid-spray theme-of apply

(beneficiary pet)

TABLE 2 Relation Selection Analyses of Compounds
No. Example Relation selection from an inventory
1 cooking pot perform/engage_in[T]
2 eye surgery modify/process/change [T]
3 cat food consumer + consumed [T]
4 shrimp boat obtain/access/seek ]T]
5 plastic bag substance/material/ingredient + whole [T]
6 court order communicator of communication [T]
7 gene mutation defect [R]
8 papilloma growth change [R]
9 headache onset beginning of activity [R]
10 pet spray for [L]

additionally incorporating tasks such as reference-supported sense dis-
ambiguation and learning new words.

2 NN Interpretation with and without Nominal
Semantics

As a prelude to describing the OntoAgent approach to NN analy-
sis, let us briefly consider best-case NN analysis results from different
paradigms. A sampling of examples is shown in Tables 1 and 2. Ta-
ble 1 shows optimal results of OntoAgent analysis, whereas Table 2
shows examples from three other paradigms: Tratz and Hovy 2010 [T],
Rosario and Hearst 2001 [R] and Levi 1979 [L].
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A practical aside. The comparisons below suggest that the full anal-
ysis sought in OntoAgent is semantically superior to the relation-
selection approach pursued elsewhere. This does not mean that it is
preferable along every practical axis: it is more expensive, its develop-
ment is a long-term endeavor that involves many aspects of language
and world modeling, and it is more difficult to evaluate using standard
metrics. So, we are not suggesting that this is the only rational way
to pursue the automation of NN analysis. We are, however, suggesting
that if systems can analyze the full meaning of NNs in context, the
results will better support human levels of machine reasoning.

With this in mind, consider the following comparisons:

1. The OntoAgent analyses include disambiguation of the compo-
nent nouns along with identification of the relation between them,
whereas relation-selection approaches address only the relation it-
self.

2. The OntoAgent analyses are written in an unambiguous, onto-
logically grounded metalanguage (concepts are written in small
caps), whereas the relation-selection approaches use potentially
ambiguous English words and phrases.

3. In 2, 7, 8 and 9, the meaning of the “relation” in relation-selection
approaches is actually not a relation at all but, rather, the mean-
ing of the second noun or its hypernym: e.g., growth is a kind of
change. By contrast, since the OntoAgent treatment involves full
analysis of all aspects of the compound, the meaning of each of
the nouns is more naturally included in the analysis.

4. The relation-selection approach can merge relations into su-
persets that are not independently motivated: e.g., [T]’s ob-
tain/access/seek.2 In OntoAgent, by contrast, every relation
available in the independently developed ontology is available
for use in compounding analysis – there is no predetermined list
of “compounding relations”. This harks back to opinions expressed
decades ago that practically any relationship could be expressed
by a nominal compound (e.g., Finin 1980).

5. Relation-selection approaches can include unbalanced sets of re-
lations: e.g., consumer + consumed [T] has been promoted to
the status of a separate relation but many other agent + theme
combinations have not.

2[T] prioritized achieving interannotator agreement in a Mechanical Turk exper-
iment, and this methodology influenced their final inventory of relations. Thanks to
them for sharing their data.
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6. Relation-selection approaches do not support the recognition of
paraphrases. By contrast, within OntoAgent, the same meaning
representation is generated whether the input is headache onset,
the onset/beginning/start of the headache, someone’s headache
began/started, etc. Such recognition of paraphrases is, of course,
central to the paraphrasing approaches mentioned earlier, but
they do not disambiguate the nominal elements of the original
NN or its paraphrase.

In sum, for OntoAgents there is no isolated NN task that exists out-
side of overall semantic analysis of a text. OntoAgents need to compute
the full meaning of compounds along with the full meaning of every-
thing else in the discourse, with the same set of challenges encountered
at every turn. For example:. Processing the elided relations in NN compounds is similar to pro-

cessing semantically underspecified lexemes. In NNs (e.g., physician
meeting), the relation holding between the nouns is elided and must
be inferred; but in paraphrases that contain a preposition (e.g., meet-
ing of physicians), the preposition can be so polysemous that it
provides little guidance for interpretation anyway. Both of these for-
mulations require the same reasoning by OntoAgents to arrive at the
interpretation: meeting-event agent set (member-type physi-

cian) (cardinality > 1).. Unknown words can occur in any aspect of input. Encountering out-
of-lexicon words is a constant challenge for agents, and it can be
addressed using the same types of machine learning processes in all
cases.. Many compounds are lexically idiosyncratic. Although past work has
considered compounds like drug trial and tea cup to be productive
collocations, they arguably are not, instead representing specific el-
ements of a person’s world model whose full meaning cannot be
arrived at by compositional analysis. We agree with ter Stal and
van der Vet 1994 that much more lexical listing is called for in
treating compounds. Citing just a short excerpt from their larger
discussion:

“In natural science, [room temperature] means precisely 25 degrees
Centigrade. A process able to infer this meaning would have to make
deductions involving a concept for room, its more specific interpre-
tation of room in a laboratory, and the subsequent standardisation
that has led to the precise meaning given above. All these concepts
play no role whatsoever in the rest of the system. That is a high
price to pay for the capacity to infer the meaning of [room tem-
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perature] from the meanings of room and temperature. Thus, [room
temperature] is lexicalized.” (ibid). Analysis should not introduce semantic ellipsis. The relation-selection

method often introduces semantic ellipsis. For example, [T] analyze
tea cup as cup with the purpose of tea; but only events can have pur-
poses, so this analysis introduces ellipsis of an event like drink. Sim-
ilarly, shrimp boat [T] is cited as an example of obtain/access/seek,
but the boat is not doing any of this, it is the location of fisherman
who are doing this. If intelligent agents are to be armed to reason
about the world like people do, then they need to be furnished with
non-elliptical analyses, or else configured to subsequently recover
the meaning of those ellipses.

In sum, viewing NN compounds within the context of broad-scale
semantic analysis is a different task from what has been pursued to
date in past descriptive and NLP approaches. Let us turn now to how
we are preparing OntoAgents to undertake this task.

3 The OntoAgent Environment
OntoAgent is a cognitive architecture that supports the development
of multi-functional, language endowed intelligent agents (see McShane
and Nirenburg 2012 and references therein). In OntoAgent, all phys-
iological, general cognitive and language processing capabilities of all
intelligent agents rely on the same ontological substrate, the same or-
ganization of the fact repository (agent memory of assertions) and the
same approach to knowledge representation.

The ontology is organized as a multiple-inheritance hierarchical col-
lection of frames headed by concepts that are named using language-
independent labels. It currently contains approximately 9,000 concepts,
most of which belong to the general domain. Consider an excerpt from
the ontological frame for drug-dealing as we describe salient proper-
ties of the ontology.

drug-dealing

agent default criminal,

drug-cartel

sem human

relaxable-to social-object

theme default illegal-drug

instrument sem money

Concepts divide up into events, objects and properties. Prop-
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erties are primitives, which means that their meaning is understood
to be grounded in the real world without the need for further ontolog-
ical decomposition. The facets default, sem, and relaxable-to allow for
recording more and less typical constraints on property values.

Since the OntoAgent ontology is language independent, its link to
any natural language must be mediated by a lexicon. Consider, for
example, the first two verbal senses for address, shown below.

Syntactically, both senses expect a subject and a direct object in the
active voice, filled by the variables $var1 and $var2, respectively. How-
ever, in address-v1, the meaning of the direct object (ˆ$var2) is con-
strained to a human (or, less commonly, animal), whereas in address-
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v2 the meaning of the direct object is constrained to an abstract-

object. This difference in constraints permits the analyzer to disam-
biguate: if the direct object is abstract, as in He addressed the problem,
then address will be analyzed as consider using address-v2; by con-
trast, if the direct object is human, as in He addressed the audience,
then address will be analyzed as speech-act using address-v1.

The OntoAgent text analyzer takes as input natural language text
and generates disambiguated, ontologically grounded interpretations,
called text meaning representations (TMRs), that are well suited to
machine reasoning. Basic TMRs include the results of lexical disam-
biguation and the establishment of the semantic dependency structure,
whereas extended TMRs include the results of reference resolution, the
interpretation of indirect speech acts, and other discourse-level aspects
of language processing. As an example of text processing, consider the
TMR for the input Charlie watched the baseball game.

voluntary-visual-

event-1

agent human-1

theme baseball-game-1

time (before find-anchor-time)
textstring "watched"
from-sense watch-v1

human-1

agent-of voluntary-visual-event-1

has-name "Charlie"
textstring "Charlie"
from-sense *personal-name*

baseball-game-1

theme-of voluntary-visual-event-1

textstring "baseball_game"
from-sense baseball_game-n1

Although this level of text analysis requires high-quality, machine-
tractable knowledge bases and equally well-crafted processors – all of
which, to date, are manually acquired in the OntoAgent environment –
once they have been developed, they can support semantically-oriented
analysis of all types of language input, include nominal compounds.

4 The NN Analysis Algorithm
When the OntoAgent text processor encounters an NN, it calls an or-
dered set of functions that offer decreasing levels of confidence in their
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output. Currently, the first analysis that achieves a threshold of con-
fidence when incorporated into the larger context is accepted and NN
processing stops; however, an alternative control strategy would be to
apply all analysis functions to each input and, at the end, select the
one with the highest score.

To illustrate what we mean by “decreasing levels of confidence”, let
us consider the extremes: if a compound is recorded in the lexicon as
a head entry (e.g., attorney_general) and its meaning aligns with the
selectional constraints imposed by its selecting head (as in The attorney
general announced the meeting (the speech-act instantiated by an-
nounce expects a human agent)), that meaning is incorporated into
the text meaning representation with the highest degree of confidence.
By contrast, if one or more nouns in the compound is an unknown
word, then the system can attempt machine learning of the word, with
necessarily lower confidence in the resulting overall analysis. Between
these extremes are many levels of analysis that centrally rely on the
lexical and ontological knowledge bases of OntoAgent.3

Pseudocode for the NN analysis algorithm is presented below, with
line numbers used for reference in the discussion to follow. This algo-
rithm covers the full inventory of foreseeable eventualities, a top-down
development strategy that we consider a cornerstone of building sys-
tems that have a naturally long trajectory of development. The al-
gorithm is being implemented in stepwise fashion along with ever im-
proving engines for supporting functions such as lexical disambiguation,
reference-supported sense disambiguation, and learning new words.4

1. Detect nominal compound N1N2.
2. If the function find-contextually-appropriate-NN-head-entry re-

turns NN-INTERP
3. then use NN-INTERP.
4. Else if the lexicon contains at least one sense of N1 and N2
5. then create a set of all senses (i.e., ontological interpretations) of

N1 and of N2.
6. Use reference-supported sense disambiguation for initial scoring

of the likelihood of each available interpretation.
7. Pass on all available senses, with their reference-oriented scores,

for subsequent evaluation. [First, narrowly specified patterns are
tested.]

3Of course, OntoAgent is not the first NLP approach to incorporate handwritten
rules; see Vanderwende 1994 for discussion.

4The format of the page precludes the traditional indentation-oriented format-
ting convention for algorithms. In the presentation that follows, explanatory road-
marks in bracketed italics are provided for guidance at select points.
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8. If the function find-contextually-appropriate-lexically-anchored-
phrasal returns NN-INTERP then use NN-INTERP.

9. Else if the function find-contextually-appropriate-NN-pattern re-
turns NN-INTERP then use NN-INTERP.

10. Else if the function find-PP-shift-to-NN returns NN-INTERP
then use NN-INTERP. [This ends testing against narrowly spec-
ified patterns.]

11. Else if the function find-contextually-appropriate-free-sense-combin-
ation returns NN-INTERP then use NN-INTERP. [If there is
no confident analysis of the NN together, the system turns its
attention to N2 by itself, the head of the compound, whose inter-
pretation must fit into the clause-level text meaning.]

12. Else if the function find-contextually-appropriate-N2-interpretation
returns N2-INTERPR then

13. if reference-resolution suggests N1-INTERP then return N1-
INTERP relation N2-INTERP.

14. Else if the function launch-ML-for-N1 suggests N1-INTERP then
return N1-INTERP relation N2-INTERP.

15. Else, either accept residual ambiguity of N1 (return [set of all
senses of N1] relation N2-INTERP) or use application-specific
recovery strategy (e.g., ask human collaborator for clarification).
[This ends processing of NNs in which both N1 and N2 are in the
lexicon and N2 can be confidently disambiguated. Now the system
treats cases in which N2 is known but N1 is unknown.]

16. Else if the lexicon contains senses of N2 [but not N1 ] then
17. if the function find-contextually-appropriate-N2 returns N2-INTERP

then
18. if ML is unavailable, then resolve meaning as [uninterpreted N1]

relation N2-INTERP.
19. Else [ML is available] if the function find-N2-informed-ML-of-

compound returns NN-INTERP then use NN-INTERP.
20. Else either accept residual ambiguity (i.e., return [set of all senses

of N1] relation N2-INTERP) or use application-specific recov-
ery strategy (e.g., ask human collaborator for clarification).

21. Else [the agent cannot confidently disambiguate N2 ] if the func-
tion find-raw-ML-of-compound returns NN-INTERP, then use
NN-INTERP.

22. Else either return [uninterpreted N1] relation [set of analyses
of N2] or use application-specific recovery strategy.

23. Else [the lexicon does not contain N2 ] if N1 is in the lexicon and
has a confident reference-informed disambiguation then
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24. if the function launch-N1-informed-ML-of-compound returns NN-
INTERP then use NN-INTERP.

25. Else [N1 won’t help enough or is also absent from the lexicon] if
the function launch-raw-ML-of-compound returns NN-INTERP
then use NN-INTERP.

26. Else use application-specific recovery strategy.
Line 1. Nominal compounds are detected during syntactic parsing

which, in OntoAgent, is carried out by the Stanford dependency parser
(de Marneffe et al. 2006). False positives are not uncommon, a fact we
mention only to contrast the challenges of end-to-end language analysis
(in which upstream errors regularly confound downstream processing)
with the simplifications of competition-oriented task specifications. We
will refer to the elements of the compound as N1 and N2.

Line 2. The system determines whether the compound is recorded
as a head entry in the lexicon, like attorney_general-n1 (i.e., the first
nominal sense of attorney general). If it is, the recorded semantic in-
terpretation – here, the ontological concept attorney-general – is
evaluated in context. For example, if the input is The attorney general
announced the meeting, the analyzer will consider all lexical senses of
announce and all senses of meeting and combine them with attorney-

general to create the best meaning representation. That process is
carried out by an approach to dynamic programming called Hunter
Gatherer (Beale 1997). In our example, the optimal analysis is repre-
sented in the following TMR:

speech-act-1

agent attorney-general-1

theme meeting-event-1

time (< find-anchor-time)

attorney-general is accepted as the analysis of attorney general
because it perfectly fulfills the ontologically-recorded expectation that
the agent of a speech-act is human, attorney-general being an
ontological descendant of human.

Lines 2-3. Throughout the algorithm, all candidate analyses are
evaluated within the context of the larger input. If the automatically
generated contextual score is above a set threshold of quality, then the
function outputs NN-INTERP, which indicates a successful interpre-
tation. If the contextual score is not above a set threshold of quality,
the function does not output an interpretation at all and the next func-
tion in the series is called. As mentioned earlier, this control structure
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could be modified to return all possible analyses with their respective
scores.

Line 4. If the compound is not lexically recorded as a headword, or
if it is but the lexically recorded meaning does not fit the context, then
the next step depends upon whether or not the component nouns are in
the system’s lexicon. We will start with the case in which both nouns are
known, but with the following caveat: it is always possible that a given
word is known (i.e., is in the lexicon) but that the meaning relevant
for the compound is missing. OntoAgent addresses this realistic, open-
world assumption directly, by evaluating candidate analyses in context;
however, it would be unwise to underestimate the potential for related
errors. For example, if an American-oriented lexicon contained only one
meaning of boot (footwear) but a British text included the phrase I hope
there’s no boot damage to mean “damage to the trunk of the car”, then
it would be difficult for the agent to determine that the its recorded
meaning “footwear” was not intended – after all, both footwear and
car trunks are subject to damage, and people are free to worry about
either one. For practical reasons, OntoAgents do not assume that every
encountered lexeme could have additional unrecorded meanings that
must be learned.

Line 5. If both words are recorded in the lexicon, then the agent
builds a list of all of their senses – i.e., the concept-based descriptions
recorded in the sem-strucs of their entries. It is the word senses, realized
as concepts, not the English strings, that will be evaluated throughout.

Line 6. Next, reference resolution procedures are applied to each
candidate sense, using the OntoAgent approach to reference resolution
described in McShane 2009 and McShane and Nirenburg 2013.5 The
agent attempts to determine whether the preceding discourse contains
a sponsor for either of the compound’s nouns, which can serve as a
strong guide for lexical disambiguation. The analysis involves a battery
of heuristics that measure such features as (a) the semantic distance
between the meanings of all candidate sponsors in the window of coref-

5According to our theory of reference, which has little in common with the “co-
reference resolution task” of mainstream NLP, all referential nouns and verbs are
subject to reference resolution procedures. We define the resolution of reference as
the linking of overt (or elided) mentions of objects and events to anchors in an
agent’s memory of object and event instances; we view textual coreference resolu-
tion as being a possible but not necessary intermediate step in that process. The
sponsor for a referring expression need not be coreferential with it. For example,
in the sentence She went to the mall and stopped by the jewelry store first, store

is, ontologically, in a meronymic relationship with mall. This so-called “bridging”
relationship helps to contextually disambiguate store, which, in this context, means
retail establishment rather than quantity/stash.
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erence and all candidate meanings of the noun in question and (b) the
text distance between the candidate sponsors and the noun. Consider
the analysis of dog beds in the input Next week I’m adopting a puppy! I
wonder how many dog beds I should buy for him? When analyzing dog
beds, the agent has 3 candidate senses for dog – dog (a canine), hu-

man (style: derogatory), and follow. It also has two candidate senses
for bed – bed-for-sleeping and flower-bed. The availability of the
candidate sponsor puppy, which is analyzed as dog (age (less-than

1 year)), is a strong reference-oriented vote for the dog interpretation
of dog in dog beds. By contrast, if the 2nd sentence of that example were
discourse-initial, there would be no reference-oriented reason to prefer
the “canine” meaning over the “(derogatory) human” reading.

Positing disambiguation-supporting candidate reference relations in-
cludes assigning a level of confidence to each hypothesis. This score will
be combined with the confidence score associated with candidate anal-
yses to ultimately select the best overall NN analysis. The numerical
aspects of scoring procedures are not trivial: e.g., how does use of a
high-confidence NN analysis rule without reference-supported nominal
disambiguation compare with a low-confidence NN rule with reference-
supported nominal disambiguation? Our initial approach to scoring is
coarse-grained: f all heuristic evidence strongly points to the given anal-
ysis, then the agent accepts it; if all evidence disfavors the given analy-
sis, the agent rejects it; if the evidence is mixed, then the agent detects
its own lack of certainty and seeks a higher confidence analysis.

Line 7. The reference-informed scores of each candidate analysis of
N1 and N2 are recorded as input to subsequent processing.

Line 8. The next most confident NN analysis strategy involves de-
tecting if the lexicon includes a sense of N2 that syntactically permits a
compounding structure (i.e., has an optional N1 slot), and that lexically
or semantically constrains the meaning of N1 so that the relationship
between them is predictable. This class includes two subclasses of phe-
nomena.

Subclass 1: The syn-struc of the entry for N2 indicates that a NN
structure is possible, and explicitly indicates which word(s) can occupy
N1. We have relatively few of these at the moment, covering such com-
pounds as I myself, you yourself, etc.; and degree Celsius, degree centi-
grade, etc. The reason these are not recorded as multi-part head words
is that, in our approach, the first element of a multi-word headword
cannot inflect or be separated by punctuation, whereas here we’d like
to permit I, myself, (with commas) and degrees Celsius (the plural).

Subclass 2: The syn-struc of the entry for N2 permits a compounding
structure, and the sem-struc indicates semantic constraints on N1. This
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class is best explained through examples.. In compounds of the pattern X fishing, if X is a kind of fish, then
the compositional meaning is fishing-event theme X: e.g., trout
fishing means fishing-event theme trout.. In compounds of the pattern Y detective, if Y is a kind of illegal-

drug, weapon or criminal-activity, then the compositional
meaning is detective agent-of investigate (theme Y): e.g.,
homicide detective means detective agent-of investigate (theme

murder).. In compounds of the pattern Z hospitalization, if Z is a kind of
pathologic-function, then the compositional meaning is hospital-

stay caused-by Z: e.g., appendicitis hospitalization means hospital-

stay caused-by appendicitis.
Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the lexical entry for detective that

prepares the system to analyze compounding configurations using this
word. The syn-struc says that the head ($var0) is obligatory but can
optionally be used with a preceding nominal ($var1) in a compounding
structure. The sem-struc says that head means detective; addition-
ally it indicates that if the input does include $var1, and if some mean-
ing of $var1 (remember, it can be polysemous) fits the listed ontolog-
ical constraints illegal-drug, weapon, criminal-activity, then
the interpretation of the whole compound includes the elided event in-

vestigate, as described above and shown in the lower right of the
screen shot. If, by contrast, the input were university detective, then
“university” would not fit these ontological constraints for N1 and the
compound would not be analyzed using this lexically recorded pattern;
instead, the system would continue through the NN analysis algorithm
in search of another analysis.

The OntoAgent lexicon currently includes dozens of such lexically-
anchored patterns and, over time, should be expanded to include hun-
dreds if not thousands, since this expectation-oriented approach to
knowledge engineering offers high precision analyses for what it cov-
ers.

Line 9. At this stage, the analyzer evaluates whether pairs of the
available nominal senses correspond to recorded ontological patterns,
like temporal-unit + event (e.g., night flight). From the point of
view of the analyzer, this process is very similar to the one in Line
8, and renders analyses of a similar level of confidence. The main dif-
ference involves the types of knowledge structures consulted and how
they are acquired. Whereas lexically-anchored patterns can be recorded
in the lexicon, ontological patterns cannot since there is no lexeme to
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FIGURE 1 Lexical acquisition interface.

serve as the head entry. Instead, a dedicated repository of ontological
patterns must be developed. Examples can be functionally divided into
those showing “unconnected constraints” and those showing “connected
constraints”. The latter indicates that the candidate meanings of one
of the nouns are tested as a property filler against the ontological ex-
pectations of the candidate meanings of the other noun.

Examples of Unconnected Constraints

a. If N1 is temporal-unit and N2 is event then N2 time N1:
Tuesday flight > fly-event time tuesday.

b. If N1 is event and is N2 is event then N2 theme N1: dream
analysis > analyze theme dream.

c. If N1 is animal-disease or animal-symptom and N2 is human

(not medical-role) then N2 experiencer-of N1: polio sufferer
> human experiencer-of polio.

d. If N1 is social-role and N2 is social-role then the compound
means human has-social-role N1 & N2): physician neighbor >
human has-social-role physician & neighbor.

e. If N1 is foodstuff and N2 is prepared-food then N2 contains

N1: papaya salad > salad contains payaya-fruit.
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Examples of Connected Constraints

f. If N1 is event and N2 is animal, and N2 is a “default” or “sem”
agent of N1, then N1 agent N2: cleaning lady > clean-event

agent human (gender female).
g. If N1 is event and N2 is an ontologically recorded “sem” or “de-
fault” instrument of N1 then N1 instrument N2: cooking pot >
cook instrument pot-for-food.
h. If N1 is object and N2 is a filler of the has-object-as-part

slot of N1 then N2 part-of-object N1: oven door > door part-

of-object oven.
i. If N1 is event and is N2 is event, and N2 is a filler of the
has-event-as-part slot of N1, then N2 part-of-event N1: ballet
intermission > intermission part-of-event ballet.
j. If N2 is event and N1 is a “default” or “sem” theme of N2 then
N2 theme N1: photo exhibition > exhibit theme photograph.
k. If N2 is described in the lexicon as human agent-of event-X

(e.g., “teacher” is human agent-of teach), and N1 is a “de-
fault” or “sem” theme of X (e.g., physics is a “sem” filler for the
theme of teach), then the NN analysis is human agent-of X
(theme N1): e.g., physics teacher > human agent-of teach

(theme physics); home inspector > human agent-of inspect

(theme private-residence); stock holder > human agent-of

own (theme stock-financial).
l. If N1 is physical-object and N2 is physical-object and N1
is a “default” or “sem” filler of the made-of slot of N2 then N2
made-of N1: denim skirt > skirt made-of denim.
m. If N2 is property and N1 is a legal filler of the domain of N2
then N2 domain N1: ceiling height > height domain ceiling.
These patterns not only offer high-confidence analyses of the rela-

tion binding the nominals, they also disambiguate the nominals. For
example, although papaya can mean papaya-fruit or papaya-tree,
in papaya salad it can be disambiguated to papaya-fruit in order to
match pattern (e). It is important to emphasize that these rules seek
only high-confidence ontological relations, defined using the “default”
and “sem” facets of the ontology. If a compound is semantically id-
iosyncratic enough that it would correspond only to the “relaxable-to”
facet of recorded ontological constraints, then it is not handled at this
point in analysis. For example, although teach expects its theme to
be an academic subject or skill, the NN hooliganism teacher does have
a meaning – a person who teaches others how to be hooligans. The
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ontology allows for this by including in the frame for teach that its
theme is “relaxable-to” any event; but a corresponding analysis will
not be hypothesized at this stage due to its low confidence.

One might ask why we ever record lexically-anchored patterns (Line
8) since all such patterns could be generalized to ontological concepts:
e.g., rather than recording “fish fishing” under the head word fishing-
n1, we could record the pattern fish fish-event in the ontological
pattern repository. In the latter scenario, when the system encoun-
tered the word fishing, it would recognize it as fish-event, resulting
in the same analysis. The reason for the split has primarily to do with
convenience for acquirers. If a given word, like fishing, is often used in
compounds, and if it has no synonyms or only a few synonyms that can
readily be listed in its “synonyms” field, then it is cognitively simpler
and faster for the acquirer to record the information in the lexicon un-
der fishing, rather than switch to the compounding repository and seek
concept-level generalizations. This is just one example of the larger is-
sue of how to divvy up meaning description across lexicon and ontology,
a topic discussed in McShane et al. 2005.

Line 10. The next function again involves lexical search, this time
attempting to determine if the NN could be a paraphrase of a N+PP
construction that is recorded in the lexicon: e.g., restaurant chain can
be readily analyzed if chain of X is recorded in the lexicon (and, of
course, if restaurant fits the listed semantic constraints) (cf. Isabelle
1984). Recording the meanings of typical N+PP collocations is done
as a matter of course in OntoAgent to assist the analyzer with the
tremendously difficult challenge of disambiguating prepositions. Con-
tinuing with the example chain of X, the lexical sense chain-n2 explic-
itly lists the PP adjunct “of X” and indicates that if it is present –
and if X is of an appropriate semantic type – then the whole structure
is to be interpreted as set member-type X. It would be extremely
difficult for the semantic analyzer to automatically select this sense of
of over a dozen other productive senses of this preposition if this extra
information were not provided. Typical N+PP collocations like these
are often realized in text as NN compounds, as in the example access
to X (access to the garage) vs. X access (garage access).

In our pre-evaluation corpus analysis, we found that leveraging lex-
ically recorded PPs has quite high predictive power if the syn-struc
contains only one PP, but that predictive power drops significantly if
more than one PP is recorded, especially if the semantic constraints on
the objects of the prepositions overlap. For example, a nominal sense
of training includes the optional PPs of X and by Z to cover inputs
like the training of the athletes by the coaches. If, however, we try to
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leverage this PP-oriented information to automatically analyze nomi-
nal compounds, the question is, does the compound refer to the of X
PP or the by Z PP? Is citizen training “training of citizens” or “train-
ing by citizens”? World and/or contextual knowledge is needed to make
this distinction. However, on the positive side, the recording of multi-
ple PPs can effectively narrow down the choice space of interpretations
and, in the case of non-overlapping semantic constraints on preposi-
tional objects (e.g., if an of-PP requires an abstract object whereas a
by-PP requires a human object), the choice can be readily made by the
analyzer.

Line 11. The next step in analysis represents a big leap in remov-
ing constraints on the interpretation process: the OntoSearch engine
(Onyshkevych 1997) computes the ontological distance between pair-
wise combinations of all senses of N1 and all senses of N2 and posits
the highest scoring result as a candidate analysis. For example, if two
senses have nothing in common – e.g., pig tailpipe – the path be-
tween the concepts will be long, indirect, and incur a high cost. By
contrast, if the concepts can be linked by a single relation, then the na-
ture and specificity of that relation is important. For example, say the
analyzer encounters the NN hospital physician. OntoSearch will detect
the following ontologically recorded statement:

physician

location default doctor-office, hospital

Since hospital fills the default facet (i.e., it is a narrow constraint),
hospital physician can be confidently analyzed as physician location

hospital.
Of course, there are actually a lot of ways in which hostpial and

physician could be linked using ontological search: since a hospital is
a place and a physician is a human, and humans go to places, then
the physician could be the agent of a motion-event whose desti-

nation is hospital. Similarly, since a hospital is a physical-object

and since people can draw practically any physical-object, then
the physician could be the agent of a draw event whose theme is
hospital. The list of such analyses could go on and on. But the point
is this: use of an essentially elliptical structure like a NN compound
requires that the speaker give the listener a fighting chance of figuring
out what he is talking about. Using the compound hospital physician
to mean a hospital that a physician is drawing is simply not plausible.
That lack of plausibility is nicely captured by ontological distance met-
rics: the closer the ontological distance, the more cognitively-motivated
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the semantic correlation.
Now, one could argue that physician location hospital is not the

most semantically precise analysis possible, which is true! If we wanted
a better analysis, we could create a pattern that expected location

followed by social-role, which would output the following types of
meaning representations:

human

has-social-role N2
agent-of work-activity-1

work-activity-1

location N1

Using this pattern, hospital physician would be superbly analyzed
as a physician who works in a hospital; bakery chef would be equally
superbly analyzed as a chef who works in a bakery, and so on. The point
is that the agent will only attempt the unconstrained ontology-based
reasoning of Line 11 if it failed to reach an analysis using the more
narrowly guided approaches attempted in previous steps.

Line 12. If ontological distance measures do not result in a high-
confidence contextual interpretation of the compound, then the system
concentrates on just the meaning of the head, N2. The head, as the
main contributor to the overall meaning of the clause, is objectively
more important than the modifier represented by N1.

Line 13. If the head can be disambiguated, and if the meaning of N1
can be determined with relatively high confidence using the previously
launched reference resolution procedures, then the agent analyzes NN
as a generic relation between the referentially-disambiguated mean-
ing of N1 and the contextually-disambiguated meaning of N2. This
would happen in our dog bed example.

Line 14. If, by contrast, N2 can be contextually disambiguated but
N1 cannot be referentially disambiguated, then machine learning can
optionally be launched to try to establish an interpretation for N1, using
the meaning of N2 as an input parameter. For example, if the agent
was trying to select a meaning for dog in dog bed, and if it found corpus
evidence of cat bed and hamster bed but no human/person bed (which
reflects the result of a quick Google search), then it could guess that
the animal meaning – i.e., dog – was a better fit than either of the
other two meanings – human (derog.) or follow. This is an interesting
example because even though beds for humans are the default kinds of
beds in the world, they are practically never referred to as human beds
or people beds.
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Line 15. If machine learning either isn’t launched or does not result
in a strong vote for the meaning of N1, then the agent can either (a)
accept residual ambiguity, outputting the set of all possible analyses of
N1 linked by the generic relation to the selected sense of N2 or (b)
use an application-specific recovery strategy, such as asking a human
collaborator what he means.

This ends the treatment of compounds in which both nominal el-
ements are known words (i.e., some sense of them is present in the
lexicon). The rest of the algorithm treats cases in which one or both
nominal elements is not known. Processing can optionally involve ma-
chine learning using bootstrapping techniques with which we have ex-
perimented (e.g., Nirenburg et al. 2007). Although our experimentation
is in the early stages, we believe machine learning methods could have
high payoff potential, both for semi-automatic knowledge acquisition
prior to system runs and for just-in-time support for processing un-
recorded lexical stock.

Line 16. If the lexicon contains sense(s) of N2 but not N1, and if
the agent can confidently disambiguate N2 (Line 17), and if machine
learning for N1 is not available (Line 18), then the agent resolves
the meaning as uninterpreted-N1 relation N2-INTERP – a result
that will be sufficient to support overall clause-level semantic analysis
despite the lack of understanding of the N1 modifier.

Line 19. If, by contrast, machine learning (ML) is available, then
the agent can attempt to learn the meaning of N1, using the mean-
ing of N2 as an input parameter. Imagine that the compound bocci
season was encountered in the sentence Bocci season begins in Jan-
uary and ends in March, and that the OntoAgent lexicon lacked an
entry for bocci.6 Clause-level disambiguation of season would prefer the
meaning temporal-season over the event interpretation add-food-

seasoning since the duration of the latter is measured in seconds,
not months. OntoAgent could then search for corpus examples of NNs
whose N2 was season in the meaning temporal-season.

Let’s start with the eventuality that the only examples it found
included N1s indicating sports (this is not realistic in the general case
but could occur in a domain-specific application). If the examples found
were, exhaustively, baseball season, hockey season, basketball season and
golf season, then the agent would recognize that, in one interpretation
of each of these N1s, they are all children of sporting-event; the
agent could then posit, with high confidence, that bocci referred to

6Although we don’t know of any universally agreed upon bocci season, a partic-
ular bocci club could presumably have a prime season.
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some sporting-event. Furthermore, it could posit a high-confidence
relation linking temporal-season and sporting-event – namely,
time-of: temporal-season time-of sporting-event. If the agent
were tasked with broad-based knowledge acquisition, it could addition-
ally try to learn ontological properties of bocci by reading and seman-
tically analyzing texts that include the word, as reported in Nirenburg
et al. 2007.

Another ML outcome is that the system finds examples whose N1 do
not share an ontological parent: e.g., it might find hunting season, fish-
ing season, baseball season, concert season, opera season, duck season
and deer season. It could cluster these compounds based on their near-
est ontological ancestor, generating the clusters: [duck-animal deer]

(descendants of animal), [concert opera-event] (descendants of
entertain-event), and [hunting-event fishing-event baseball-

game] (descendants of sporting-event). The agent would have no
reason to prefer any of these analyses over the others, and therefore
the best it could do would be to analyze N1 as the set [or animal,

entertain-event, sporting-event] and put this set in a generic
relation with the meaning of the head.

Line 20. If ML is attempted but no high-confidence results are
achieved, then the agent must back off to either outputting [uninterpreted-
N1] relation [interpreted-N2] or using an application-specific recovery
strategy, as in Line 15.

Line 21. The agent reaches this step if it has determined that it
cannot confidently disambiguate N2, and N1 is an unknown word. It
considers the NN as a whole and attempts machine learning using ana-
logical reasoning based on remembered instances of previously analyzed
compounds.7 (This type of reasoning could optionally be incorporated
as heuristic evidence into earlier stages of processing as well.) For ex-
ample, if the input is tarsier bed and the agent has a stored memory
of cat bed, dog bed and mouse bed being confidently disambiguated
as bed-furniture location-of sleep (experiencer the animal in
question), then it can hypothesize that tarsier is an animal and create
a corresponding semantically underspecified meaning representation.
However, if it also had memories of rose bed and flower bed, then it
would have to create a competing hypothesis that tarsier could be a
kind of flower.

Line 22. If ML does not offer a confident analysis, then the agent
can back off to either outputting [uninterpreted-N1] relation [set of
candidate interpretations of N2] or using an application-specific recov-

7Cf. the psycholinguistically-oriented work of Tagalakis and Keane 2005.
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ery strategy, as earlier. This ends processing of NNs in which N2 is a
known word.

Line 23. The agent reaches this point only if N2 is an unknown
word – a more difficult situation than N1 being unknown since N2 is
the head of the compound, whose meaning has to be integrated into
the larger context.

Line 24. If N1 is known, and if reference-oriented disambiguation
can be carried out with high confidence, then ML can optionally be
launched, using the meaning of N1 as a input parameter. (Cf. Line 19.)
If this leads to a high-confidence analysis, that analysis is used.

Line 25. Otherwise (if N1 is not known, or if it does not help with
ML), the agent can attempt ML of the compound on the whole, as it
did in Line 21.

Line 26. If analogical ML for the whole NN does not offer a confident
analysis, then the agent can either employ whatever analysis has the
highest score, or resort to an application-specific recovery strategy.

This ends the description of what we believe is the optimal approach
to the analysis of nominal compounds by intelligent agents.

5 Evaluation
The algorithm described above is devoted to a full-scale solution for
the problem at hand, not being constrained to one or a few of the large
inventory of specific problems encountered when processing nominal
compounds. The theoretical and descriptive work required to develop
such a comprehensive approach must precede implementation work.
There are many reasons for this conclusion, including the realization
that without such prior work it would be problematic to integrate the
treatments of individual subproblems while retaining good coverage
and attaining high efficiency.

From the standpoint of evaluation, however, it is impossible to im-
plement and evaluate such a comprehensive program of work all at one
go, or to report all aspects of it in one paper. Therefore, our evaluation
will cover a subset of the algorithm. While it is a subset, it is a non-toy,
non-trivial subset. The main purpose of this evaluation is to determine
if our approach is on the right track and to suggest possible correction
courses and areas to focus our future development efforts.

The evaluation focuses on lexical and ontological patterns which we
hypothesized would have high predictive power. This means that if two
nouns can be interpreted using the expectations encoded in a listed
pattern, then it is likely that they should be interpreted using that
pattern. For example, the nouns in the NN bass fishing are ambiguous,
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a subset of their meanings being presented below:

bass fishing
bass-fish fishing-event

string-bass-instrument seek

Combining these meanings leads to 4 interpretations, paraphrased
as:

1. carrying out the sport/job of fishing in an attempt to catch a
type of fish called a bass

2. carrying out the sport/job of fishing in an attempt to catch a
stringed musical instrument called a bass

3. seeking (looking for) a type of fish called a bass
4. seeking (looking for) a stringed musical instrument called a bass

However, only one of these interpretations, the first, matches a
recorded NN pattern: fish + fishing > fishing-event theme fish.

By analyzing bass fishing according to pattern 1, the system simulta-
neously selects a meaning of bass, a meaning of fishing and the relation-
ship between them. The existence of this pattern asserts a preference
for interpretation 1 as the default. We must emphasize, this is still only
a default interpretation that needs to be incorporated into the clause-
level semantic dependency structure during actual text processing. In
this evaluation, we assessed how often this default interpretation was
correct.

The evaluation corpus included texts from the 1987 Wall Street Jour-
nal.8 We automatically extracted the evaluation subcorpus using a pro-
cess that is not part of standard OntoAgent processing because it would
have been unrealistic to run the entire corpus through the syntactic and
semantic analysis engines to find the relatively infrequent examples that
were within purview of this evaluation. So, we designed a method that
would allow us to first string-search the corpus for candidate contexts
that might be of interest, then prune those contexts to the actual evalu-
ation corpus using a combination of automatic and manual processing.

Specifically, for each of the five classes of lexical and ontological
patterns described above, we did the following, using the generate and
test methodology (line numbers are from the algorithm):

1. (line 2) All N_N head entries in the lexicon were used, along with
their plural forms, if applicable: e.g., phone_call, phone_calls.9

8The choice of corpus was irrelevant for our purposes.
9We generated plurals for this group but not for the others, due simply to experi-
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2. (line 8, subclass 1) For all entries in which N2 was the head and
fillers for N1 were listed in the syn-struc, all combinations of N1
N2 were generated: e.g., I myself; degree Centigrade.

3. (line 8, subclass 2) When N2 was listed as the headword and
N1 was described using semantic constraints, we first generated a
list of words in the lexicon that matched the given semantic con-
straints for N1. For example, returning to our fishing example, for
the pattern fish + fishing we generated a list of all words/phrases
that mapped to the concept fish or any of its ontological descen-
dants; this yielded such strings as bass, trout, tuna, and so on.10
Each of these was then combined with the headword to yield ac-
tual NN combinations, like bass fishing and trout fishing, which
were searched for in the corpus.

4. (line 9) For all patterns comprised of two semantic constraints
(i.e., a constraint on N1 and a constraint on N2), we generated a
list of all words meeting N1’s constraints and all words meeting
N2’s constraints. Then we combined all N1 strings with all N2
strings.

5. (line 10) When one N was listed as the headword and the other
could be analyzed using a transformation from a PP construction,
we generated a list of actual words that would match the semantic
constraint on the object of the preposition. An example from ear-
lier was “chain of X”, which is analyzed as set member-type X,
with the constraint on X that it refer to store or restaurant.
Accordingly, we generated a list of all words in our lexicon that
refer to stores and restaurants. Then we combined these with
the headword to create actual NNs to be sought in the corpus:
supermarket chain, restaurant chain, drugstore chain, etc.

Using this methodology, we generated 53 million candidate search
strings before halting the process. This did not exhaust the lexicon’s
potential for candidate generation but seemed sufficient for our goals
of measuring the precision of our patterns. We used this candidate list
to string-search the corpus. All hits were then parsed by the Stanford
parser (de Marneffe et al. 2006).

mental oversight. The lack of plurals makes no difference to calculations of precision,
which is what we are measuring here.

10We have not yet pursued automatic lexical expansion using, e.g., the hyponyms
relation in WordNet. This would greatly expand our inventory of search strings
and, presumably, our coverage. However, it is not without a downside: completely
automatic expansion of this type would be error-prone due to homonymy, since
the correct sense of a word must be used as a seed for expansion; semi-automatic
expansion, for its part, is labor intensive.
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In order to focus the evaluation on NN analysis separately from full
system evaluation (which would involve glassbox analysis of all errors
starting from preprocessing though syntactic analysis and including
all aspects of semantic and pragmatic analysis), we included in the
evaluation corpus only those candidate contexts that met all of the
following criteria.. They could be successfully parsed (i.e., throwing no errors) by the

Stanford preprocessor and syntactic dependency parser.. The Stanford parser recognized our target NN string as a compound.. The NN was a 2-component compound, not part of a compound
containing 3 or more nominals.. The NN was not a proper noun or part of a proper noun.. The OntoAgent semantic analyzer was able to process the Stanford
output with no technical failures.. The OntoAgent lexicon included at least one sense of each main word
in the NN’s clause (verb and arguments), since machine learning was
not incorporated into this evaluation.. The OntoAgent analysis of the verb and the NN was headed by an
ontological concept rather than a modality frame, a call to a pro-
cedural semantic routine, or a pointer to a reified structure. This
constraint was imposed simply to make the evaluation effort reason-
ably fast and straightforward. That is, we presented to the evalua-
tor excerpts from text meaning representations rather than the full
meaning representation for each sentence, which can run to several
pages. We are confident that this pruning did not lead to skewing of
the overall evaluation results, which focus on precision rather than
recall.. The NN served as an argument of the main verb of the clause, which
permits clause-level disambiguation using bilateral selectional con-
straints (this is relevant for part 2 of the experiment). If the NN was,
e.g., located in a parenthetical expression or used as an adjunct, then
disambiguation would rely much more heavily on reference resolution
and extra-sentential context.
The candidate pruning described above was carried out automati-

cally, but manual inspection was used as a supplementary check. For
example, quite often the syntactic parse did not recognize 3-noun com-
pounds; less frequently it incorrectly labeled as a compound a structure
actually composed of a noun followed by a verb. After this pruning, 72%
of the examples initially extracted were deemed within purview of the
evaluation, resulting in 935 examples.
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The evaluation was carried out by a graduate student (who imple-
mented an evaluation interface and various summary functions) with
spot checking by a senior developer. Table 3 summarizes some salient
aspects of the evaluation. Column 2 indicates the number of unique
NNs (and total NNs, which reflects repetitions) detected for each anal-
ysis strategy. The evaluation orients around unique NNs because each
NN ended up being either always analyzed correctly or always ana-
lyzed incorrectly. This reflects the fact that this evaluation is target-
ing only highly predictive patterns; more variability is expected of less
constrained NN resolution strategies found later in the algorithm. In
short, our approach does not deserve extra credit for getting supermar-
ket chain correct 16 times, nor does it deserve to be unduly docked for
getting market share wrong 125 times.11

TABLE 3 Evaluation Results
Strategy Uniqe Exs. Correct, Incorrect,

(of Total Exs.) Residual Ambiguity
1 32 (of 223) 32 (100%), 0, 0
3 100 (of 455) 66 (66%), 10, 24
4 28 (of 204) 14 (50%), 9, 5
5 15 (of 53) 10 (67%), 3, 1

A small sampling of examples that were always correct, divided by
strategy is shown in Table 4.

The “incorrect” analysis statistics show the number of NNs for which
the only or multiple candidate analyses were all incorrect. Below are
some examples of incorrect analyses, which are prefixed by the strategy
that treated them and supplied with explanatory comments, as appli-
cable (due to the length of the latter, these are not presented in tabular
format). Multiple candidate analyses are indicated by a vertical bar. In
the vast majority of cases, the NNs in question should be recorded as
non-compositional phrasals.

3: talk program was analyzed as social-event purpose (conver-

sation | lecture), meaning a social event whose purpose is either
conversation or lecturing (as might be plausible, e.g., as an activ-
ity for nursing home residents to keep them socially active). The
intended meaning was a radio or TV program that involves talking
rather than, say, music or drama.
3: college education was analyzed as teach theme college, mean-
ing teaching about college.

11No corpus examples were found for NNs covered by analysis strategy 2.
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TABLE 4 Sample Correct Analyses
Strategy String Analysis
1 telephone call phone-conversation

aircraft carrier aircraft-carrier

bulletin board bulletin-board

3 restructuring program social-event purpose

reorganization

exploration program social-event purpose

investigate

guest program social-serve beneficiary

guest

lung cancer cancer location lung

neck injury injury location neck

4 supermarket chain set member-type

supermarket

limousine fleet set member-type limousine

customer satisfaction satisfy theme customer

union member social-object member-of

labor-union

5 avocado tree tree producer-of avocado

3: public education was analyzed as teach theme society, mean-
ing teaching about society.
3: pilot program was analyzed as social-serve beneficiary pilot,
meaning a social event that benefits airplane pilots, which is actually
plausible but not intended in the corpus examples.
4: home life was analyzed as usable-life domain dwelling,
meaning the length that a dwelling would be usable, e.g., what
a contractor might think about, though one wouldn’t normally say
it like this in English.
4: intelligence source was analyzed as place source-of spy-on |
intelligence | intelligence-info, meaning a physical location
that is the source of a spying event, the abstract concept ‘intelli-
gence’, or information that is gathered by means of spying.
5: face amount was analyzed as amount domain face, meaning the
amount of the animal body part ‘face’. Of course, this is actually a
technical term in the domain of finance.

The “residual ambiguity” statistics indicate cases in which the ana-
lyzer posited more than one candidate analysis during the initial “sur-
facy” stage of NN analysis, before all sentence-level semantic analysis
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capabilities were leveraged. It is the results of this stage of analysis that
were used for our manual evaluation: i.e., we asked the question, “Did
the patterns supply the analyzer with an option that, when consid-
ered in the larger dependency structure, would be selected as correct?”
(Whether or not the analyzer actually did select the correct one when
analyzing the sentence involves a large number of factors that would
take far more space to explain sufficiently.)

Below is a sampling of examples belonging to the “residual ambi-
guity” category for the various strategies, supplied with comments as
applicable. Each example is prefixed by the strategy that treated it.

3: basketball program was analyzed as social-event purpose bas-

ketball | basketball-ball. Basketball refers to the game,
whereas basketball-ball refers to the object one bounces and
throws. So the program is either devoted to games (e.g., by provid-
ing youth the opportunity to play the game) or to balls (e.g., by
providing balls free of charge to schools) or to a vague combination
of the two (if you’re providing balls to schools, it’s presumably to
permit the students to play the game).
3: sex education was analyzed as teach theme sex-event | gen-

der. The options refer to teaching about the act of sexual intercourse
or the notion of gender, e.g., gender differences. The first reading is
intended by the corpus examples, and this meaning is stable enough
to warrant recording as a lexicalized phrasal.
3: colon cancer was analyzed as cancer location colon-punct-

uation | colon | money. The options are that the disease can-

cer is located either in a punctuation mark, in the body-part of
an animal called the colon, or in the type of money called ‘colon’.
Obviously, the body-part reading is expected and the analyzer can
easily arrive at this interpretation automatically since the recorded
pattern specifies that N1 must be a body-part. To put a fine point
on it, the notion ‘residual ambiguity’ is only residual up to the point
when the analyzer semantically checks the correlation of all compo-
nents.
3: oil spill was analyzed as spill theme oil | cooking-oil. The
corpus examples refer to a fuel oil spill in an ocean; however, in a
different context, this NN could also refer to the spilling of cooking
oil, as in a kitchen. It would be risky to lexicalize this as ‘fuel oil
spill’ because, in our approach, lexicalized-phrasal interpretations
get a very large scoring bonus over compositional interpretations,
effectively excluding the latter.
4: ship fleet was analyzed as set member-type space-vehicle
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| ship. Outside of context, the ships in question could either be
spaceships or ocean ships. In our corpus examples, ocean ships were
intended, but other contexts could as easily refer to spaceships.
4: team member was analyzed as social-object member-of sports-

team | set (member-type animal). A team can either refer to a
sports team or to a team more generally understood, as a team of
workers collaborating on a project or a team of oxen. Context-level
disambiguation and reference resolution must support this decision.
4: fire source was analyzed as place source-of discharge-

weapon | fire. This could be a place where a fire started or a
place where the firing of weapons is occurring.
5: cancer patient was analyzed as patient experiencer-of can-

cer | cancer-zodiac. This is an easy case for the analyzer: the
event cancer is ontologically described as having the case-role
experiencer-of whose default constraint is medical-patient. By
contrast, the ontological object referring to the zodiac sign ‘cancer’
does not have any case-roles.
5: strawberry crop was analyzed as crop | crop-plant producer-

of strawberry This is another easy case for the analyzer: only
crop is ontologically defined using the property producer-of;
crop-plant (which refers to the food itself) is not.
5: mint julep was analyzed as mixed-drink has-object-as-part

candy | mint. This ambiguity is tricky to resolve without knowing
the recipe for mint julep: either it contains the herb mint or it
contains mint-flavored candies.
Let us summarize some relevant findings of this evaluation as well as

our corpus work leading up to it. In our pre-evaluation analysis, certain
classes of compounds proved to be notoriously difficult to analyze even
wearing our finest linguistic hats. A star example is compounds with the
headword scene, such as labor scene, drug scene, jazz scene. Of course,
one could posit an underspecified ontological concept to account for
this meaning of scene with an underspecified relation that links that
concept to the kind of scene being described, but that would just be
passing the buck. In reality, these concepts are adequately described
only by scripts of the Shankian type, a different script for each type of
scene.

Even if NNs are not as semantically loaded as scene ones, many more
than one might imagine should be lexicalized as fixed expressions. All
of the NNs that we recorded as headwords were analyzed correctly,
which suggests that our lexicalization criteria, which are rather strict,
are appropriate.
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Metaphorical usages of NNs are not uncommon, just like metaphor-
ical usages of other types of multi-word expressions. E.g., in the fol-
lowing corpus example, both rabbit holes and storm clouds are used
metaphorically: “He also alerts investors to key financial rabbit holes
such as accounts receivable and inventories, noting that sharply rising
amounts here could signal storm clouds ahead.” In some cases, automat-
ically detecting metaphorical usage is straightforward, as when the NN
is preceded by the modifier proverbial : “ ‘They have taken the prover-
bial atom bomb to swat the fly,’ says Vivian Eveloff, a government
issues manager at Monsanto Co. ...” In other cases, our expectations
were countered by an unforeseen narrow-domain usage of a term: e.g.,
it turns out that body part can be used to refer to part of a vehicle.

Overall, our recorded patterns worked as expected (factoring out
entities that are actually non-compositional) and we are encouraged
that the approach of seeking high-confidence pattern-based analyses
before resorting to less high-confidence analysis strategies is a good
one.

6 Final Thoughts

This paper has concentrated on the analysis of two-noun compounds.
However, we took pains to ascertain that the approach can be extended
to treating larger compounds. Indeed, in this latter case the agent would
first seek out islands of highest confidence (i.e., high-scoring 2-noun
interpretations), then combine those partial analyses. Consider, for ex-
ample, the 3-noun compound ceiling height estimation. The candidate
interpretations are [[ceiling height] estimation] and [ceiling [height es-
timation]]. The first candidate analysis will receive a very high score
using rule m of Section 3 for “ceiling height” (If N2 is property and
N1 is a legal filler of the domain of N2 then N2 domain N1) and rule
j of Section 3 for “height estimation” (If N2 is event and N1 is a “de-
fault” or “sem” theme of N2 then N2 theme N1). By contrast, the
second candidate analysis will receive a much lower score because there
is no high-confidence rule to combine ceiling with estimate (ceil-

ing is not a sem or default filler of the theme case-role of the event
estimate). Although it would be unwise to underestimate the devil
lurking in the details of processing large compounds, it is reasonable
to assume that multi-noun compounds can be treated by an extension
to the algorithm presented here rather than requiring a fundamentally
different approach.

This algorithm for NN analysis is, like most algorithms targeting
linguistic subphenomena in OntoAgent, being implemented in stepwise
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fashion. The resources, processors and methodologies brought to bear
are not unique to NN analysis, making this corner of work a variation
on the theme of basic semantic analysis.

Although approaches to NLP that incorporate even a modicum of
manual resource acquisition have been widely discounted over the past
two decades due to concerns about the so-called “knowledge bottleneck”,
we consider this pessimistic assessment misplaced for several reasons.
First, when NLP is approached as a singleton functionality, then the
time and effort needed to build knowledge resources might seem exces-
sive; however, when NLP is treated as one of many functionalities of
an intelligent agent – and when the agent can reuse the same knowl-
edge resources for all its functionalities – then the cost effectiveness
increases dramatically. Second, although practitioners of knowledge-
lean methods claim to be avoiding the knowledge bottleneck, there are
numerous caveats: a) many of the more successful approaches require
manually annotated (i.e., expensive) corpora for training; b) many of
the single subproblem-oriented engines thus trained cannot perform
well – or at all – in the absence of manually preprocessed input; and c)
all past corpus annotation efforts cover only the simpler cases of any
given phenomenon, thus leaving large expanses of language use outside
of purview (cf. McShane and Nirenburg 2013). Third, knowledge-based
approaches like those taken in OntoAgent are readily extensible to other
languages, with significant potential for reuse of resources. Finally, since
there is much overlap in the processing of all input – NN compounds, so-
called “multi-word expressions”, compositional clause-level dependen-
cies, etc. – progress on any of these contributes to progress on all of
them.

The purpose of this paper is four-fold: (1) to juxtapose a cognitively-
oriented approach to nominal compound analysis with the more wide-
spread mainstream NLP approaches; (2) to elucidate the actual scope
of eventualities that an agent can encounter when processing NN com-
pounds (in a similar spirit as is done for reference resolution in McShane
2009); (3) to share a concrete, top-down, implementable (at present still
only partially implemented) approach to analyzing NN compounds that
should be applicable to cognitive architectures outside of OntoAgent;
and (4) to present our initial evaluation of the OntoAgent NN pro-
cessing capabilities, which involves an attempt to answer the difficult
question, How can one fairly evaluate knowledge-based systems whose
goals involve advancing our understanding of scientific issues over the
long term, considering that the evaluation will not be equivalent to those
used for near-term applications that exclude many eventualities? This
question, much discussed in conference corridors but resistant to a neat
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or universally satisfying answer, deserves careful consideration if long-
term research endeavors are to hold a place in the landscape of scientific
investigation.
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